
 

Restoring Communities -- From the Ground Up 

 From Your Doorstep to Sacramento 

POLITICAL PLATFORM OF THE RALLY WEST PARTY 
 

 
 

CORE STATEMENT: The Rally West Party—an association of Southern         
California patriots in alliance with our friends across America—stands against the           
threefold crisis (medical, economic, and political) confronting our state and nation           
while unequivocally declaring the maintenance and fostering of human life its           
highest value. The Rally West Party advocates for pragmatic, real, and           
implementable solutions to the crises before us by means of enhancing the            
power, scope, and continuity of the executive from the community upwards. 
 

 
 

● Rally West is a pragmatic decision. 
 
In order to survive as a nation and remain alive as individuals, we must be able to identify, arrest, and                    
defeat any threat, whether foreign or domestic. We are now beyond mere threats, however, as we are                 
being assailed nearly everywhere, and attacked in every sphere.  
 
The health of our nation is under siege by a viral pandemic, which undermined the ability of our                  
functional economy to a grave extent, that has allowed a criminal and subversive element within the                
general population to cause lethal  physical and financial harm to law abiding citizens with impunity.  
 
The very structure of law and order within this country has been tested by the mob and found to be                    
wanting. 
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Does the crisis directly imperil our own lives, the lives of our families, and the state of our property?  
 
Unfortunately, yes. History itself bears quiet witness to this worrisome truth. 
 
Is there a way for us to fight back? To survive and perhaps even overcome disaster? 
 
YES. 
 
In the first place we must ask ourselves are any of these threats which we face entirely without precedent?                   
That is, are we challenged by something new, something humanity has not dealt with before? The answer                 
is a resounding no. Although we face the illusion of new enemies they are merely the latest iteration of                   
age old foes. 
 
Therefore we must study the way humanity has defeated these problems in the past. We must seek those                  
tools which are effective and discard those tools which are ineffective...this is pragmatism. The only               
alternative is to try to concoct new answers and, using trial and error, see if we can’t find something that                    
works. This is idealism. 
 
Perhaps in a laboratory, in the realm of the hypothetical, this is an acceptable solution. With our lives, the                   
lives of our families, of our neighbors and friends, of our entire nation at stake, let us call idealism for                    
what it is: madness. 
 

● Rally West is a statement of truth. 
 
The politics of the past century, even the past year, are not sufficient to withstand the world of the now. 
 
March 13, 2020 serves as a clear division between the summertime we grew up in and the autumn we                   
have entered, but it did not come without warning. The past decade is nothing but continuous alarm siren                  
announcing, in stages, the titanic problems we are confronted by today: 
 

• Increasingly novel and gradually more lethal virus pandemics; 
 
• A seismic fracturing of local, state, and national communities resulting from the rejection of the                
values on which they are based by a vicious and subversive element; 
 
• Organized and real assault on Law Enforcement Officers in the United States by overt criminals                
and  the destabilization and undermining of Law itself by a covert enemy within.  

 
The reasonFriday the 13th of March dealt such a savage blow to the United States, and the reason there                   
has been no recovery ( instead, our country’s suffering has increased exponentially ), is that not one of                  
these problems has been addressed in a substantive way — let alone solved, let alone even mitigated.                 
Until we fix the problems, or at least until we begin to mitigate them, there will be no end to catastrophes. 
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On the contrary, as we have seen in the case of the riots and regarding socialist progressivism and                  
economic disintegration, the tendency of these problems to intermingle produces a multiplier effect that              
only worsens the damage caused. 
 

● Rally West is a call to action. 
 
With a pragmatic mind, and with the willingness to identify and defeat our problems, there exists the                 
possibility of hope. We are entering into a winter of the world, history tells us it is so; we feel it in our                       
very bones. The road ahead is not going to be easy, but nothing worthwhile ever is easy. 
 
We will therefore have to gird ourselves, to prepare to live less comfortably than we have before and to                   
endure more suffering than perhaps we have imagined: this is the narrow road to life. There is really little                   
point complaining, since there is no changing the situation in which we find ourselves. It is simply our lot                   
to confront these problems and we shall either confront them or perish. 
 
The only other solution is to live in a fool's paradise for a few months, squander our few precious                   
resources in an attempt to deny reality, and then find ourselves in a living hell without the resources to                   
remedy it and the only differences between us being the level of hardship we face until our collective                  
destruction. 
 
WE ARE DEDICATED TO FUNDAMENTAL SOLUTIONS ... 
 
The party calls for a ground-up restoration and regeneration of the American community. Therefore we pledge 
❖ First, to seek and effect fundamental local restoration by campaigning on a city and regional basis in                 

Orange, Riverside and San Bernardino Counties in Southern California. 
➢ We pledge to hold weekly meetings with all constituents, electors, and interested bodies because it               

is the citizens and residents of these communities we wish to serve and empower, not a collection                 
of bureaucrats or academics in Sacramento or Washington D.C.. 

➢ We pledge that all Rally West Party members elected to office will make themselves entirely               
available ( within the confines of reason ) to all concerns and complaints of their constituents. 

➢ We pledge that every individual in the community will be engaged. In a time of crisis, the politics                  
of marginalization and isolation practiced by the Republican and Democrat parties are entirely             
self-serving and no longer acceptable.  

➢ We pledge to work with single minded focus to empower the executive officers ( mayors, country                
supervisors, sheriffs, etc. ; by legislation, code, ordinance and legal remedy ) of every locality to                
build and implement our stated solutions to present crises as described below.  

➢ Finally, above all, we pledge to the people of Southern California, the state, and the nation, that we                  
shall never compromise the law and order of our community and that we shall undertake any and                 
all measures necessary to protect our homes and the homeland.  

❖ Second, once we have effected the process of local restoration we shall progress by campaigning on a                 
statewide level in Orange, Riverside, San Diego, Imperial, San Bernardino, Kern, Inyo, Tulare, Kings,              
Fresno, Mono and Madera Counties in Southern California where we shall proudly stand by the pledges we                 
have made in respect to our first homes. 
➢ In addition to the crises described elsewhere in this platform, we recognize and pledge to confront                

two specific statewide emergencies in the state of California which require immediate attention;  
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■ IMMEDIATE relief and aid to the farmers of California’s Central Valley, who for             
decades have been the targets of strange and unethical legislation by the unsympathetic             
and ideologically driven Sacramento government.  

■ IMMEDIATE AND CONCURRENT resumption of processes and actions authorizing         
then implementing the Cal 3 plan to divide the state of California into three separate,               
distinct, and manageable component states.  

❖ Only when the local, regional emergencies of Southern California have been engaged and the reversal               
begun shall we turn our attention directly to matters of the nation at large. 
[ We shall, of course, advocate and promote national candidates whose actions directly affect us all. ] 

 
...THAT WILL RISE TO OVERCOME REAL PROBLEMS. 
 

WE WILL DECLARE  WAR ON MICROBES 
To combat virulent epidemics, a paradigm shift in biological science ( generally ) and medical science (                 
specifically ) is required, an ‘us versus it’ mentality. The false narrative of some sort of harmonious world                  
where every life and every creature is ultimately benevolent and therefore of equal importance must be                
dismissed. Viruses have proved harmful to the human species ( that we maintain was created by God as                  
the highest material intelligence in the universe ) and consequently we must militarize our effort to                
subdue and tame microbial life. Where applicable and so warranted relevant medical authorities must be               
given extraordinary power to quickly and absolutely crush any microbial foe: be it bacteria,              
, toxin, ir indeed a virus itself. The dangerous ideology of pantheism must be thoroughly defeated on the                  
intellectual level, up to and including forbidding its teaching in public school -- where it is currently in                  
vogue by such names as ‘climate change’, ‘earth harmony’, etc.  
 
This will not be easy, in war there are many unpleasantries. But let us be very clear about this, we are                     
indeed talking about war. There will be few giggles indeed when the scope of the conflict we are fighting                   
--and presently losing-- necessitates difficult solutions like the militarization of household chores. Yet             
though difficult, these solutions are effective. Disinfectant is fatal to the microbe. Hence greatly expanded               
and strengthened cleaning campaigns are a real solution at our disposal today.  
 
When faced with other organisms that threatened catastrophic harm to our kind, humanity has proven in                
the past it not only is able to overcome them, but compel them to an extinction. If we are unable to subdue                      
certain microbial organisms, to neutralize then and bend them to our will, then said organisms must be                 
totally eliminated. 
 
To that end, 
 

1. We pledge as our greatest task and admit as our first priority an immediate, collaborative,               
and productive dialogue with all health services bodies in the United States in order to craft a                 
cost-efficient, morally sound, and life saving health care system according to the principle of ‘Life               
Comes First’ that will empower, instead of weaken, the decision making ability of the individual               
participating in it. . 

2. We propose that those elements integral to public health ( including hygiene, assembly, other              
physical and social practices ) be legislated. regulated and/or ordered on the local, state, and               
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federal and by jurisdiction according to the ad hoc medical and epidemiological issues we              
confront. 

3. We propose the creation of a biological “early warning system” that is able to detect “flags”                
which warn about the possibility of a pandemic or outbreak. 

a. We propose the creation of specialized, deputized, public force of medical doctors. This             
new law-enforcement agency will be poised to immediately deploy medical “strike           
teams” to hotspots detected by the early warning system. Empowered by the force of law,               
these “strike teams” will be able to immediately assess any medical emergency and by              
virtue of their deputization enforce immediate measures to save lives and institute            
defensive measures 

 
WE WILL STAND BY, WE WILL PROCLAIM, AMERICAN FAITH  
There must be a conscious, sustained effort in the United States on the part of the government ( local,                   
state, and federal ) and on the part of society’s organizations ( city, regional, state, and national ) from                   
companies to charities to charter schools to convenience stores to rebuild and to build up anew real                 
communities bound together by a shared respect for the Judeo-Christian roots of our country and of our                 
civilization.  
 
While this may sound like an extreme goal to a very few it is hoped to the vast majority it makes for an                       
obvious, common sense proposition. A near totality of Americans from the outset of this nation have                
practiced the Christian faith in any number of its glorious and life-giving denominations. While we               
acknowledge that there is an atheist school of constitutional interpretation that seeks to erect a barrier                
between the Church and state we can point out--correctly and beyond any doubt--that the United States                
Constitution does not prohibit the full and active inclusion of the Christian Faith in Civic Life, it                 
merely forbids the establishment of one particular church or organization to which membership would be               
compulsory.  
 
As President Lincoln rightly noted, drawing on the Holy Gospel and the Words of Lord Jesus Christ:                 
“Every kingdom divided against itself will be ruined, and every city or household divided against itself                
will not stand.” (Matthew 12: 22-28) This nation cannot remain forever one-fiftieth against God and               
against the three out of four people of living out their faith through goodwill. In the past an informal                   
alliance between church and nation sufficed to infuse the United States with that basis of Judeo-Christian                
value and that flavor of Christ-life which saw us through innumerable difficulties and blessed our               
common purposes. Now, as we rise to face challenges greater than any we have faced before, it is time to                    
formally petition the Almighty. 
 
To that end,  
 

1. We will propose an Statement of Faith Amendment to the California State Constitution so that: 
Section 1: “This state devoutly recognizes the authority and law of Jesus Christ, Savior and Ruler                
of nations, through whom are bestowed the blessings of Almighty God.” 

a. This amendment shall not be interpreted so as to result in compulsion to participate in a                
particular church or religious organization.  
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2. Whenever practicable and wherever appropriate we shall, with joy and enthusiasm, seek to             
incorporate the shared values of every Christian Church and Faithful into the civic life of our                
country: on the local, state, and federal level.  

 
WE WILL TAKE STRONG, RAPID ACTION TO STABILIZE SOCIETY 
There is no greater threat to the polity than an enemy within; how much greater is the threat of the enemy                     
if it is insane, predisposed to self-harm, and it is unencumbered by any moral consideration , if it is                   
lacking any moral fiber. 
 
Unfettered free speech, unmonitored freedom of assembly, and unregulated debate of morality or             
philosophical opinions collectively represent the highest luxury of any civilization. In times of abundance              
it isn’t inconceivable such a dynamic might hypothetically contribute to the general welfare of society. In                
times of scarcity, however, and in times of great national trial, they represent a millstone on the neck of                   
the body politic. Giving free agency to opponents of a society’s law and order to operate during times of                   
great crisis is not a laudable policy which strengthens the state but a policy of madness which guarantees (                   
often later but generally sooner ) its destruction.  
 
The right of the people to peaceably assemble and, by proper channels, exhibit free speech, ought never                 
be removed. However, for the good of society, for its survival, a measured allocation for and a fixed                  
scope of such behavior is critically necessary in order to calm the popular imagination, identify true                
subversive agents as opposed to honest American protesters — to walk the United States of America back                 
from the precipice of total and unabashed and uncontrolled civil violence, 
a 
To that end, 
 

1. We will seek to promote a statewide —comprehensive and durable— Security Ordinance. Inter             
alia its provisions shall contain: 

a. An automatic felony charge of Involuntary Manslaughter against any person alleged to            
have or proven to have been present [first requirement] at a public political protest              
movement [second requirement] on two (2) more occasions [third requirement] that           
resulted in any planned, proxy, or actual violent crime [fourth requirement]. 

b. We shall seek to make eligible for proscription the assets of the enemies of our               
communities, foreign and domestic, and add them to the general fund of our state for the                
benefit of every Californian. 

c. We will seek to effect and implement rules and ordinances which guarantee all law              
enforcement officers: residential credit, educational credit, transportation credit, freedom         
from paying taxes and duties, lifetime employment, et cetera on the condition of good              
behavior. 

 

WHEREFORE, to enshrine the values enumerated above, dedicating ourselves perpetually to           
the belief Americans have the right to a stable society made possible by economic and material                
abundance, we commit ourselves firmly to legislating a deliberate, structured, and Herculean            
empowerment of the executive.  
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Founded 

Website 

July 1 2020 

www.homerunusa.org 

Headquarters Laguna Beach, California 

Ideology Anthropocentrism 

California Conservatism  

Christian Democracy  

Law and Order 

Political position Right Wing 

Colors Red,  White  

Party Hymn "My country, tis of thee” 

Youth Wing 

Women’s Group 

Minors League 

Ladies League 

Party Flag   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_political_ideologies
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anthropocentrism#:~:text=Anthropocentrism%20(%2F%CB%8C%C3%A6n%CE%B8,of%20human%20values%20and%20experiences.
https://simple.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Progressive_conservatism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_democracy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_order
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Political_spectrum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KK64ZQFC4aOJqLLUd5imPmvHyXBw_vNg/view?usp=drivesdk
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1KK64ZQFC4aOJqLLUd5imPmvHyXBw_vNg/view?usp=drivesdk


 

O U R V A L U  E S 
FOUR RIGHTS FIXING WRONG --  

FOR ALL 

 
 
RIGHT LIVING 
 

Our most sacred and firmly held belief is that life comes first. We are proud of our Christian heritage and                    
believe that it is able to temper progress ahead with sound and good institutions that were built before. 

 
All life is to be celebrated, all life is to be protected, and nurtured. Your own life, the life of your employment                      
or business, human life, animal life, the life of the environment and the life of the economy, the life of any                     
community or any group, the life of our state, is sacred. We are anti-death: the death of any person, place,                    
or thing, of any relationship or any unity is to be avoided, all friendships, or communities, or partnerships, are                   
to be empowered. 

 
RIGHT WORKING 
 

Every citizen of California has a right to meaningful work that can be accomplished with dignity regardless of                  
their age, race, skill set, gender, or sexual orientation.  

 
That so many people in our state languish in a state of unemployment or underemployment is not                 
acceptable. The reason for this is largely due to large forces, powerful forces, operating outside of our state                  
which find some form of profit in the misery of too many Californians. 

 
RIGHT JUSTICE 
 

There is justice: when laws fulfill the people, when people uphold the laws, when the parent is parent, and                   
the child is child, when citizens assume their roles in harmony, and with harmony flows down to the citizens                   
from the government.  

 
In every relationship both parties have an obligation to one another.  

 
There is no justice when citizens pay taxes to a government that wastes them or allows them to be                   
corrupted. Likewise there is no justice when the government seeks taxes to benefit all the people and some                  
citizens out of personal greed refuse to pay them. There is no justice when any crime is committed by the                    
people, and there is no Justice when the agents of law tolerate illegalities. 

 
Our duties and our responsibilities arise from our situation in relation to others. The individual stands                
simultaneously in several different relationships with different people: as a junior in relation to parents and                
elders, and as a senior in relation to younger siblings, students, and others. Juniors owe their seniors                 
reverence, while seniors also have duties of benevolence and concern toward juniors. Governments must              
be fair and equitable to the citizens that institute them, citizens must obey the governments who they elect to                   
have order over them. 

 
RIGHT FOR ALL 
 

The Rights enumerated above are not restricted or apportioned to one specific group or to specific                
individuals. Rather, it is the sacred duty of government, which ought to concern itself principally with doing                 
good for its citizens, to see that they are applied universally and without exception. Wrong must be opposed                  
everywhere and all the time, even if good people are content to leave it be; right must be supported and                    
upheld everywhere and all the time, even if there is no desire to defend it.  
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